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Three-way refl ex-loaded fl oorstanding loudspeaker
Made by: B&W Group Ltd, West Sussex

Supplied by: B&W Group Ltd
Telephone: 0800 232 1513

Web: www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk
Price: £1499

T
he special editions have been 
coming thick and fast this year, 
and this is the second recent 
‘tuned’ range from Worthing-

based Bowers & Wilkins, following hot 
on the heels of the 700 Series Signature 
models. We’ve reviewed the 702 Signature 
fl oorstander [HFN Sep ’20], and the formula 
for the 600 Series Anniversary lineup is a 
familiar one: new fi nishes, and some mild 
performance tuning.

Launched to celebrate 25 years since 
the debut of the original 600 Series 
models, this Anniversary Edition represents 
one of the company’s shortest model 
cycles. After all, the last 
revamp of the 600 Series 
was just two years ago 
[HFN Dec ’18]. Here ‘trickle 
down technology’ saw the 
Continuum Cone fi rst used 
in the current 800 Series 
Diamond models fi nding 
its way into the company’s 
entry-level range via its use in the ‘middle 
range’ 700 Series, replacing the familiar 
yellow Kevlar cones. 

At that point the company took the 
opportunity to rationalise the offering to 
just two standmounts and a fl oorstander, 
plus a centre speaker for multichannel use. 
It also reverted to the 600 model-naming 
after dallying with 680 designations in its 
previous generation.

FAMILIAL PATTERN
The 600 Anniversary Edition follows 
the same pattern: the £1499 603 S2 
Anniversary model we have here is the 
sole fl oorstander, while below it are the 
606 and 607 variants, at £599 and £449, 
respectively, plus the Anniversary version of 
the HTM6 centre speaker, at £449. There’s 
also a multichannel package, the 600 
Anniversary Series Theatre, combining 603, 
607 and HTM6 speakers with the ASW610 
subwoofer and selling for £2916.

RIGHT: The S2 Anniversary Edition of the 603 

features B&W’s ‘Decoupled Double Dome’ 

aluminium tweeter, a 150mm FST midrange 

driver with Continuum cone, plus two 165mm 

paper-coned bass drivers reinforced with Kevlar

The fl agship of B&W’s Anniversary Edition takes the range
to a new price level, and promises performance to match
Review: Andrew Everard Lab: Paul Miller

So what sets the Anniversary Edition 
apart? Well, the most obvious things will 
be new fi nishes, with the existing matt 
black and white options being joined by 
a white/light oak two-tone (or in some 
markets red cherry), and a new anniversary 
logo etched into the tweeter surround 
in either light or dark fi nishes to suit the 
speaker colouring. 

NEW HEIGHTS
Within, the changes encompass the same 
upgrades found in the 700 Signature 
speakers, with uprated crossover 
components including specially treated 

bypass capacitors 
from Mundorf, and 
improvements to the 
main high-frequency and 
midband capacitors.

It’s hardly radical 
stuff, but the company 
claims it delivers ‘greatly 
improved resolution 

and transparency’. It further says that 
‘By using our unique, in-house-developed 
components and technology from higher 
ranges, we can raise the performance of 
our entry-level product to new heights 
and for a very modest premium’.

For all that, there’s much that’s familiar 
in these speakers, which are a relatively 
compact fl oorstanding design, standing 
just a metre tall, and with the supplied 
stabilising plinth (not shown here) taking 
that up to 105.5cm. It’s relatively slender, 
too, with the main cabinet just 190mm 
wide – about as narrow as it could be while 
still fi tting in its 165mm bass drivers – and 
340mm deep, though the plinth increases 
that footprint to 320x370mm. That said, in 

B&W 603 S2
Anniversary Edition

‘They really get 
their growl on 
with the tight 
bass on offer’
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BREAK UP BLUES

While B&W’s ingenious 150mm Continuum Cone 

midrange is a common link across the 600, 700 

and fl agship 800 series loudspeakers, their 

respective treble units show marked differences. 

All employ diaphragms that are both light and stiff, 

pushing the dome’s primary breakup to as high an 

ultrasonic frequency as possible. Nevertheless, the 

choice of materials impacts directly on the achievable 

performance. For example, the costly ‘Diamond’ dome 

employed in the 800 series pushes its resonance out to 75kHz, the peak 

suppressed to a level below the mean midband output of the speaker. The 

‘Carbon’ treble dome used in the 700 series breaks up at a slightly lower (but 

still very high) 48kHz, albeit at an amplitude some +7dB above the speaker’s 

mean output [see HFN Sep ’20].

With less budget to play with in the 600 series, and aluminium alloy the 

default material of choice, B&W’s engineers developed a novel solution 

to push the 25-30kHz resonance of a standard alloy dome out to higher 

frequency. Here, at the rear of its 25mm alloy dome, is yet another dome, a 

reinforcing ‘twin’ but with its centre removed. This laminate – the ‘Decoupled 

Double Dome’ – raises the fi rst break-up frequency to 36-37kHz [see Graph 

1, p71] even if the peak is very prominent at +15dB above the 603 S2 Ann. 

Edition’s midrange level. For B&W, this is the art of compromise. PM 

the absence of small children or animals 
likely to topple the speakers, you could 
easily use them without the plinth.

The drivers are a mix of in-house B&W 
units: the tweeter is a 25mm Decoupled 
Double Dome driver, in which the main 
aluminium diaphragm is reinforced by a 
ring of the same metal, adding stiffness 
[see PM’s boxout, above], while the 
midrange driver is that woven Continuum 
Cone, 150mm in diameter and using 
the company’s surroundless FST design. 
Below that sit a pair of 165mm bass 
drivers using reinforced paper cones, 
tuned via a rear-venting ‘Flowport’.

Add in two sets of decent terminals, 
usefully mounted low-down on the rear 
to avoid hanging cables and connected 
using jumper bars for single-wire use, and 
that’s about your lot. However, simple 
though the speaker may be, it’s hard 
not to admire the quality of the fi nish. 
The white baffl e/light oak cabinet of the 
review pair, in particular, looks very good 
indeed, and the fi nish further diminishes 
the apparent bulk – although, as said 
already, these are hardly huge speakers.

 STREET SMART
While the nominal 8ohm impedance and 
30W power requirement seem benign 
enough, as PM’s lab report makes clear 
[see p71] these are speakers needing 
to be used with decent amplifi cation. I 
wouldn’t go as far as the hulking great 
Constellation Inspiration Mono power 
amps [HFN Oct ’19] used in PM’s listening 

room, but they may not be an ideal choice 
for those just wanting ‘something big’ 
to put on the end of a budget amp. Stick 
to the likes of the Marantz PM7000N or 
Denon PMA-1600NE – all part of the same 
stable now – and you won’t go far wrong.

If I describe these speakers as having 
a very ‘commercial sound’, that’s not a 
criticism: they may not be the last word 
in defi nition and detail, but they’re a very 
enjoyable listen, especially when you wind 
the level up a bit and let them shift some 
air. Indeed, if you have to use them close to 
boundaries you may fi nd their bass ‘drives 
the room’ a bit too much, in which case 
the usual two-part foam bung supplied for 
the Flowport will rein things in a bit and 
tighten the low end. The manual suggests 
you need no more than 50cm from the rear 
wall, and at least that much from the sides, 
but as usual ‘your mileage may vary’.

They’re polite and yet informative with 
the Academy of Ancient Music/Rachel 
Podger Bach Violin Concertos [Harmonia 
Mundi HMU 907155]. Perhaps there’s just 
a little too much soundbox and not enough 
strings in the sound of soloists, and a slight 
thickening, but for the money the sound is 
more than respectable. And the same holds 
true with ‘Southbound Again’ from the 
self-titled Dire Straits debut album [Vertigo 
UIGY-9032]. Here there’s a slight tendency 
for the lead vocal to drop back behind 
the guitar unless the level is cranked, 
and the drums can seem to thump rather 
than punch, but Mark Knopfl er’s soloing is 
rendered well, and things move smartly.
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Going back a long way to 
‘Roundabout’, from Yes’s 1971 
Fragile [Atlantic WPCR-17604; 
DSD64], the speakers really soar, 
the band’s engine room working 
hard, the vocals singing out and the 
keyboards arpeggiating like a good 
’un. They really get their growl on 
with the tight bass here, doing an 
impressively room-shaking job.

PLAY IT CLEAN
Though they may thicken up a bit 
with dense recordings, occasionally 
struggling to resolve much more 
than a wash of sound, these are 
speakers that revel in open, clean 
production jobs. For example with 
‘Jupiter’ from the Elder/Hallé reading 
of Holst’s The Planets [Hyperion 
SACDA67270] they can sound a 
bit on the thick side, while with 
the more open Bernstein/NYPO 
recording [Sony Classics SS 87981] 
there’s an altogether more sprightly 
sound, the orchestra seeming to 
hit a little harder, and with all the 
percussion more clearly audible.

Yes, there’s an element of ‘don’t 
shoot the messenger’ here, but it 
illustrates that a little care must be 
exercised with choice of listening 
material. Play the loudspeakers at 
low levels, and you might be left 
wanting a bit more excitement. Stick 
to clear, crisp recordings, take care 
about positioning to keep that heavy 
bass under control, listen at decent 
levels, and you won’t go far wrong. 

LEFT: The external moulding for the 

low turbulence ‘Flowport’ refl ex port 

continues down to the dual 4mm cable 

terminals. These are split to facilitate 

bi-amping and/or bi-wiring 

With Gregory Porter’s ‘When 
Love Was King’ from Liquid Spirit 
[Blue Note 0602537410538] the 
speakers are on more solid ground 
– but then this is a favourite B&W 
demo track. Porter’s voice could 
be better focused, and can seem to 
occupy the entire space between 
the speakers, but the brushed drums 
and upright bass sound glorious, and 
the performance is powerful.

There’s much to like about these 
speakers: working hard, and 
with a powerful amp and clean 
recordings, they can deliver a 
rich, well-layered and involving 
sound. But you really do have 
to let them fl ex their muscles if 
they’re to spring to life, as they 
can be just a little too polite 
when you don’t urge them 
on. Although far from an ideal 
partner for low-powered budget 
amps, fed well they can thrive.
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ABOVE: Y scale is increased here to reveal 36kHz treble 

dome resonance. In-band modes are well-controlled 

ABOVE: Response inc. nearfi eld summed driver/port 

[green], freefi eld corrected to 1m at 2.83V [yellow], 

ultrasonic [pink]. Left, black; right, red; w. grille, blue

Sensitivity (SPL/1m/2.83V – 1kHz/Mean/IEC) 88.6dB / 86.9dB / 85.5dB

Impedance modulus: minimum

& maximum (20Hz–20kHz)

2.85ohm @ 124Hz

27.3ohm @ 53Hz

Impedance phase: minimum

& maximum (20Hz–20kHz)

–72o @ 66Hz

51o @ 1.26kHz

Pair matching/Resp. error (200Hz–20kHz) 1.3dB/ ±4.3dB/±4.2dB

LF/HF extension (–6dB ref 200Hz/10kHz) 42Hz / 51.3kHz/52.8kHz

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz (for 90dB SPL/1m) 0.45% / 0.05% / 0.1%

Dimensions (HWD) / Weight (each) 985x190x340mm / 24kg

LAB
REPORT

B&W 603 S2 ANNIVERSARY EDITION

While the Anniversary ticket brings with it a stunning standard of 
fi nish, it’s the 603’s ‘S2’ acoustical revisions that are of greatest 
interest here. In practice, the forward response remains uneven 
[see Graph 1, below] although the ‘shape’ with its trough 
from 1.5kHz-3.5kHz and notch at 6kHz – also refl ected in mild 
resonances seen on the CSD waterall [see Graph 2] – now almost 
precisely mirrors that of the reference 800 D3 [HFN Oct ’16], 
albeit at a slightly lower 88.6dB/1kHz sensitivity. This is still bang-
on B&W’s own 88.5dB specifi cation although the undulations 
from 1.5kHz-8kHz not only create some latitude in this 
measurement (86.9dB/500Hz-8kHz and 87.7dB/200Hz-20kHz) 
but are also responsible for a ±4.3dB response variation.

Pair matching is excellent, however, at 1.3dB (200Hz-20kHz) 
while the grille presents little adverse impact [cyan trace, Graph 
1]. I discuss the +15dB/36kHz treble dome resonance [pink 
shaded area, Graph 1] in our boxout [p69] but at the other end 
of the spectrum B&W has engineered a fi ne 42Hz bass extension 
(–6dB/re. 200Hz) – its two 165mm bass drivers working across 
57-470Hz (–6dB) while the rear-facing port has a clean but 
‘peakier’ output at 24Hz [green shaded area, Graph 1].

Distortion is very low through mid and treble (typ. <0.1% re. 
90dB SPL) courtesy of the upgraded passives and CC midrange 
and DDD treble units, but the loading will not be a walk in the 
park for all amplifi ers. Specifi cally, there’s a broad sub-4ohm 
trench from 87Hz-700Hz and a tough minimum of 2.85ohm/
124Hz coupled with relatively large swings in impedance phase 
from –72o/66Hz (9.1ohm) to +51o/1.26kHz (7.5ohm). PM


